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ABSTRACT

The Lamb shift of a Rydberg atom in a cavity is shown to be

enhanced with the resonance interaction of a virtual atomic transition and

cavity modes. The dependence of the Lamb shift on quantum numbers and

atonic number changes drastically. Shifting cavity walls and scanning the

atomic beam one can vary the Lamb shift. The value of the Lamb shift in a

cavity may exceed a typical magnitude of the fine structure energy. For a

rough resonance tuning the Coulomb multiple! occurs to be strongly mixed and

a novel classification is necessary.
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The density of photon states in a resonator differs

significantly from that in the free space. It leads to a change of

the spontaneous emission rate in appropriate frequency range. This

phenomenon was observed in few experiments (Gabrielse and Dehmelt

1985, Hulet et al. 1985, Jhe et al. 1987). It should be expected

that the Lamb shift (LS) would be modified as well due to the

resonance of a virtual atomic transition with a cavity eigenmode.

More generally, LS is sensitive to the density of final states

which can be drived by changing of cavity parameters (Lozovik

1986, Dobiash and Walther 19851. The first experimental evidence

of this effect was achieved by Heinzen and Feld (1987).

The purpose of the present article is to consider the LS of a

Rydberg atom in a closed high quality resonator. The main idea

consist of possible enhancenent of LS due to the resonance of a

virtual atomic transition transiton with a cavity eigenmode.LS for

highly exited states is much smaller than in optical region.

However it is still observable at sufficiently high quality Q of a

radio frquency resonator. In an open resonator photon states

dissipate weakly in a small solid angle only, so the density of

states does not differ significantly from that of the free space.

In a closed cavity contrarily the density of states changes

substantially.Hence, the enhacement of LS can be more pronounced.

The magnitude of LS depends on a detuning A = <^n.- * where w ^ ,

is the frequency of a virtual transition and * is an

eigenfrequency of the cavity nearest to "inni-
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The LS in the free space can be represented as a sum of two

terms 6£ and <5E originating from high- and low-frequency virtual

transitions respectively (aee for instance, Berestezkii.Lifshits

and Pitaevskii 1982). The high-frequency contribution to LS for

Rydberg states SE is equal to n~3l~zm iZa)*a by the order of

magnitude. The low-frequency part 6E can be represented in turn

as a sum of contributions from levels lying either higher or lower

than the level under consideration. Each contribution is of the

order n m^Z n . However, they almost cancel each other.As a

result, 6E^cx n m^Z ex and is = n times less than 6E/,

The cavity induced change if the high-energy contribution of

SE is neglegibly small. Particularly, the influence of the cavity

on the renormalization is inessential. On the contrary, the

resonance of the virtual atomic transition witn a cavity eigenraode

strongly enhanced the low-energy contribution <5£? . It leads to a

remarkable enhancement of the total LS in the cavity SE ~ 6E
c c

compared with the LS in free space. It is worthwile to note that

decompensation of higher and lower levels contributions results in

a relatively great change of the LS comparable with the total LS

in free space.

Meanwhile the direct influence of the cavity on wave functions

of the atomic electron is exponentially small « expt-L/a ), where
n

a and L are linear sizes of the atom and cavity respectively.

A correction to energy produced by the image forces can be
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easily estimated as n m Z a , i.e. the same order of magnitude as

6£ , However, this correction have not the resonance character and

can be separated by a periodical variation of the resonator

parameters,to say, the length.

The Hamiltonian of a system "atom + electromagnetic field in a

cavity" has a form (h * c =11

H = (p - e *(r) (1)
, A

where A is the vector-potential of electromagnetic field ,

$(r(=Ze/r, h.=nv /L are components of the wave vecror of an
j i J

eigenmode associated with the rectangular resonator. L lj=x,y,z)

are linear sizes of the resonator, v are positive integers, x

denote the polarizarion.

The dipole approximation will be used further. Atom is assumed

to be located at antinode of the resonance eigenmode. We assume

also that the detuning A = w -A. is larger than the attenuation
n t n-1

caused by the cavity losses. Let the resonance be at n » n-1

transition. Two limiting cases can be considered explicitly.

1. Sharp tuning, i.e. A « wf where w is a typical value of the

fine-structure frequency: w,ot n j m (ZoO , j =1 ± 1/2. In this

case only two states are resonantly connected by radiation.

2. Rough tuning, i.e. w » A » w where o> « n~3(Za)*m is the
n x n a

interval between adjacent Coulomb multiplets. All the virtual

transitions between two degenerate Coulomb levels have to be taken

into consideration. A system of n t dln-11 states of electrons



and photons is involved in the resonance process, d being the

degeneracy of the resonance mode in cavity. Let us proceed to a

more detailed consideration.

Let an electron transits from a state |nlm> to a state

|n-l,l'm'> emitting a photon in a virtual state |1AX> and

absorbing it at the reverse transition. Thus the initial (final)

and intermediate states are of the form |0>«|nlm> and

| UtX>*|n-l,l'm'> respectively.The levels of the unperturbed system

of disconnected atom and photon are strongly degenerated. Hence, a

proper wave function of the first approximation over interaction

should be searched as a linear combination of zero- order wave

functions:

= 1 c
L J 0 > * l [ l l m > + 2 c

L , TT) I • , m ' , X

Schrodinger equation with Hamiltonian (1) is equivalent to a

following system of linear equations for coefficients C and
Lm

L-mV

^av Lm £, Lm L m \
l- .m- A

c a v L • r m ,A. £ , I • rn K L m

(3)

where

and V - erE is the energy of the interaction between the atom
Lfi t

and electromagnetic field in the cavity, E is a vacuum electric
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field , and &E is the first-order correction to the energy;
cav

finally, &E - &E + A.
cav CQ.V

The system (3) is of the order of n2 + din - I ) 2 where d is the

degeneracy of the photon mode. It can be reduced to a system of

the order of n by exclusion of the coefficients C ,:

6E 6E C, C--

I ,

where W, is the matrix element of the operator
lm

H - P V P V P
n o irit n-1,1 i.nt n o

Operators P and P are projectors on subspaces |0>®|nlm>

and | ]>A>»|n-l,lm> respectively.

The Lamb shift &E can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalue
cav

V of the operaror W:

6E = sign(A) £( + W ) * ' Z - A/2], (4)

The upper boundary for the value 6E is W which can be

approximately evaluated as

*£ a a (Za) m /n
cav v

15)

According to Eqn !'*i the L3 can be expressed in terms of the

spectrum of W. We have found it for Rydbeia states.

In the rectangular resonator only one resonance mode enters the

play. Let its polarisation be directed along the z-axis. Then

W - C P z P z P
r n n-l n

where
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C = 16n a u (1 - CM /k) 1/ L U k
r n,n-i z x y z

For a cubic resonator there are few degenerate modes. The

cubic symmetry leads to the isotropy of the operator W:

3

r.P (7)

where

C M6n a q (1
l

I,3* ,

teQ is a component of k defined by geometry and q is a numerical

constant. E.g., k = {l/2)nv if the antinode of the field is ino o

the center oE the cavity and two components of t> are even while

one of them, say f , is odd. At the same conditions q - 1 i£ two

even components of v are equal and q = 2 otherwise.

For Rydberg states Eqns (6) and (7) can be presented in terms

of action-angle variables:

W (l,m,&) = C (£ (11 + c (II cosine2ei (3. - (m/1)2)
r r o 2

11(1,9) • C U (1) t c (II cosine20)
c C O 2

(8)

where 9 is the angle variable canonically conjugated to 1; the

functions s (1) are

c- (l) = [2J2(a) - 2J (alJ (all
2 1 O 2

where a - 11 - (l/n)z]l^z denote the eccentricity of the Kepler

orbit and Jjl*' ^s Bessel function. Eqns (8) can be considered as

defining classical Hamiltonians for slowly changing variables (see
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Kasantsev and Pokrovsky 19831. Their quantization should be

performed according to the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule:

§ 1 In (1 + y )

where 1 is a new quantum number and r is a numerical constant.

Curves of turning points are depicted on Fig.l. The quantization

(9) has been carried out numerically. Typical results o£ the

numerical calculation for 6E vs 1/n are presented in Fig.2.

It is worthwile to note that the resonance approximation we

have used abve is equivalent to summation of an infinite set of

Feinman diagrams in one-pole approximation,

The case of sharp tuning is quite obvious. The value of LS is

given by the usual two-level formula

<S£ , - sign(A) ( U A Z A ) + wj'")1'2 - (Al/2]

The resonator driven L.3 rises with A decreasing reaching a

saturation value &E <x U at A = 0. Its sign coincides with the

sign of detuning.

The LS dependence on 1 in a cavity changes substantially. The

LS of j=l±l/2 doublet components is almost symmetrical while in a

cavity it is shifted as a whole along a direction defined with the

sign of the detuning. The Lamb splitting of a doublet is

approximately n times smaller than the LS of the doublet as a

whole. The dependece of the LS on n and I also changes. As it

follows from U ) the LS in an almost ideal cavity may be I •:' n

times more than that in the free space.



The LS depends on the location of atom in the resonator. In the

adiabatic approximation <5£ (R) can be considered as a potential
cav

to^^{R) tends

localize atoms at nodes or antinodes of the resonance mode.

energy of atom. Thus, a weak force F =
S R
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l The curves of turning points for the operator

W (qualitative shape)

a) The case of a cubic cavity

b) The case of rectangular cavity (m is fixed I

Fig.2 The dependence of the Lamb shift in a cavity on correct

quantum number 1 (numerical calculation in the limit <*>f« A «H >.

a) The case of cubic cavity

b) The case of rectangular cavity (for m ' 0,3n).
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Fig.la
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Fig.2a
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Fig.2b
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